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ABSTRACT

The UK Office for National Statistics (ONS) started measuring subjective well-being in 2011 as part of the ONS Measuring National Well-being programme. The aim of the Measuring National Well-being programme is to measure the quality of life and progress of the UK. This article explores the development of the ONS subjective well-being measures, data collection methods, data presentational considerations, overview of findings, and latest developments. It discusses the way in which user engagement has been key to the development of the ONS subjective well-being statistics.
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1. Introduction

The UK Measuring National Well-being programme was launched in 2010 with the aim of developing measures of national well-being and progress of the country. Through this programme, the UK government demonstrated its commitment to developing better measurement of quality of life, and to develop policies based on what matters most to people. At the commencement of this initiative, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) undertook a national debate on ‘what matters to you?’ between 26 November 2010 and 15 April 2011. ONS received over 7,900 responses in the form of completed questionnaires, including more than 50 responses from organisations. As part of the debate, ONS also established a national well-being website. During the debate this site generated almost 17,700 visits and comments from 1,200 people (ONS 2011a). Consultation with users has been a key part in the development of measures of subjective well-being as well as the Measuring National Well-being programme as a whole.

As part of the Measuring National Well-being programme the National Statistician announced that the (ONS) were planning to collect data on ‘subjective
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well-being’ i.e. asking individuals to provide their own assessment of their well-being (ONS, 2011a).

This development occurred at a time when there was increasing international emphasis towards encompassing subjective well-being measures in official Statistical systems. The report of the Commission for the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress (CMEPSP) stated that:

"It is possible to collect meaningful and reliable data on subjective as well as objective well-being. Subjective well-being encompasses different aspects (cognitive evaluations of one’s life, happiness, satisfaction, positive emotions such as joy and pride, and negative emotions such as pain and worry)... [subjective well-being] should be included in larger-scale surveys undertaken by official statistical offices" (CMEPSP, 2009).

Subjective well-being can be defined as an approach which allows the individual to decide what is important when making an assessment about how they think and feel about their lives (Hicks, Tinkler, Allin, 2013).

The collection of subjective well-being data is now established within the UK ONS Measuring National Well-being programme as one of the key components of National Well-being, alongside other measures of society, economy, the environment, and the sustainability of well-being into the future (ONS, 2014d).

2. The ONS approach to measuring subjective well-being

Before selecting subjective well-being questions ONS identified the three broad approaches associated with the measurement of subjective well-being; ‘evaluative’, ‘experience’, and ‘eudemonic’.

The evaluative approach requires respondents to make an appraisal or cognitive reflection of their life (Diener, 1994). Respondents can be asked to provide an assessment of their overall life satisfaction or certain aspects of their life such as satisfaction with their health, job, or relationships. An alternative evaluation question is known as the Cantril ladder of life in which respondents rate their current life on a ladder scale for which 0 is ‘the worst possible life for you’ and 10 is ‘the best possible life for you’. Other measures include general happiness measures that are not specific to a particular point in time. The evaluation approach to measuring well-being has been the most prevalent both in national and international surveys. These type of questions have also been seen by policy makers as useful sources of information for some time (Donovan and Halpern, 2002).

Experience (or affect) measures aim to provide an assessment of the emotional quality of an individual’s experience in terms of the frequency, intensity and type of affect or emotion at any given moment, for example, happiness, sadness, anxiety or excitement. This can be collected via diary based methods such as the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM), and the Experience Sampling Method (ESM), where respondents report feelings at different times of the day while carrying out different activities. It is also possible for this
information to be collected via more general social survey questions through asking respondents questions about their feelings over a short reference period, for example, ‘Overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?’ (Dolan, 2010; Hicks, 2011). Experience measures can pick up both positive emotions, such as happiness, joy or contentment, and negative ones, such as anxiety, worry, pain, or anger (Tinkler and Hicks, 2011).

The eudemonic approach is based on the theory that people have underlying psychological needs for their lives to have meaning, to have a sense of control over their lives and to have connections with other people (Ryff, 1989). This approach to subjective well-being is also sometimes described as the ‘functioning’ or ‘psychological’ approach to well-being. Eudemonic measures aim to capture a range of factors that can be considered important, but are not necessarily reflected in evaluative or experience measures and can include autonomy, control, competence, engagement, good personal relationships, a sense of meaning, purpose and achievement. These types of measures are also sometimes known as measures of ‘flourishing’ (Tinkler and Hicks, 2011).

2.1. Choice of ONS subjective well-being questions

Before developing the ONS four subjective well-being questions a review was undertaken of existing subjective well-being questions both in the UK and abroad (ONS, 2010). ONS also sought academic advice from Prof. Paul Dolan (LSE), Prof. Lord Richard Layard (LSE), Dr Robert Metcalfe (Oxford University) and Prof. Felicia Huppert (Cambridge University) for the development of the ONS four subjective well-being questions. The subject was also discussed at the ONS National Statistician’s Advisory Forum and the ONS Technical Advisory Group. These groups consisted of a range of specialists including representatives from the Organisation for Economic Co-operations and Development (OECD), Eurostat (the statistical office for the European Union), other UK government departments and academics.

From April 2011, ONS introduced four subjective well-being questions onto its largest household survey covering evaluative, eudemonic and experience measures of well-being. The aim was to develop a balanced set of subjective well-being questions which took account of the different approaches to measuring Subjective Well-being. The four questions are as follows:

- overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays? (experience),
- overall, to what extent do you feel the things you do in your life are worthwhile? (Eudemonic),
- overall, how happy did you feel yesterday? (positive affect),
- overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday? (negative affect).

All questions use a 0 – 10 scale. A copy of the questionnaire showing the four questions can be found in Appendix 1.
**Evaluative**

The ONS life satisfaction question was selected to reflect the evaluative approach to measuring subjective well-being which is widely used and established both within the UK and internationally. Similar questions have been asked on many other surveys, for example the World Values Survey, European Social Survey and the ‘Understanding Society’ survey.

Across different surveys in the UK and internationally there are instances when evaluative measures do not have an explicit time frame of assessment. The use of time frame constraint is an important difference as some respondents may find it difficult to evaluate their life satisfaction when no specific time frame is provided in the question (Waldron, 2010; Dolan at al., 2011). Without a time frame the immediate context in which the question is being asked may also have more of an influence on responses. ONS, therefore, made the decision to use the term ‘nowadays’ in the life satisfaction question. This has been used in other surveys and, although this leaves the respondent to make a judgement about how to interpret the time frame, it does limit the reference period to more recent times rather than encouraging the respondent to consider their life as a whole (Tinkler & Hicks, 2011).

**Eudemonic**

For the eudemonic measure ONS selected a question asking respondents the extent to which they feel the things they do in their lives are worthwhile. This question was selected as one that provides information on how much meaning and purpose people get from the things that they do in their lives. Developing an overall question to measure the eudemonic approach was more challenging because often a larger set of questions are used to pick up the different dimensions of this approach. The question that ONS selected was adapted from the European Social Survey (ESS) which asks about what people ‘do in their lives that is valuable and worthwhile’. The question was reworded to fit with a 0-10 scale, and a similar question was tested by ONS prior to inclusion. ONS decided not to include the words ‘valuable and worthwhile’ but to instead use only the term ‘worthwhile’ as advice from cognitive testing experts from within ONS and some members of the Technical Advisory Forum suggested that respondents could see these concepts as distinct rather than complementary. ONS received advice on the precise wording from Felicia Huppert from Cambridge University, an expert in eudemonic measures (Tinkler and Hicks, 2011).

**Experience or affect**

In terms of an experience measure ONS concluded that it was necessary to include not only a positive but also negative ‘experience’ question after receiving comments from the Measuring National Well-being Technical Advisory Group. ONS also decided to use the time frame of ‘yesterday’ in order to approximate to the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) time use approach. The adjective ‘happiness’ was chosen as it is commonly used for positive affect questions and
has been used both in the DRM and Gallup-Health Ways data. ‘Anxious’ is widely used as an indicator for poor mental well-being, for example it is used in the European Social Survey and in the European Quality of life-5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) well-being measure (Dolan 2011).

2.2. Response scales

Different response scales for subjective well-being questions have been used on different surveys (Stevenson and Wolfers, 2008). For example, on the ‘Understanding Society’ survey respondents are asked ‘How dissatisfied or satisfied are you with....your life overall’ with responses on a scale of 1 to 7 where 1 is ‘Not satisfied at all’ and 7 is ‘Completely satisfied”. However, the subjective well-being questions on the Euro barometer Survey use a four point scale: ‘On the whole are you very satisfied, fairly satisfied, not very satisfied or not at all satisfied with the life you lead?’ Differences in scaling and labelling of scale points require careful consideration as a different scale may affect how people respond. Additionally, the use of different scales in different surveys means that it is more difficult to compare across different sources of data.

ONS decided that an 11 point scale from 0-10 where 0 is ‘not at all’ and 10 is an absolute value such as ‘completely’ should be used for the ONS subjective well-being questions. The reason for this decision was to ensure that the scales between the questions are consistent in order to help respondents answer the questions more easily and also to aid analysis across the separate questions. Further to this, 11 point scales of this nature are commonly used across other surveys of interest, particularly internationally, and using the same type of scale will aid comparisons with these estimates.

3. Implementing subjective well-being questions into ONS data collection

Once the four subjective well-being questions had been decided on, ONS had to consider how the questions would be introduced on ONS surveys; including which surveys to introduce the questions on, and placement of questions within surveys.

3.1. Question placement

Feedback from some members of the Measuring National Well-being Technical Advisory Group highlighted the likely impact the placement of the questions would have on the estimates. For example, placing after questions relating to health or the labour market may impact the answers that respondents make. Prior to April 2011, ONS carried out small scale cognitive testing of the placement of the subjective well-being questions on ONS surveys. It was decided that the placement of the overall monitoring questions should be close to the
beginning of the questionnaire after the basic questions on household and individual demographics. This placement allows time for rapport to be built up between the interviewer and the respondent by the time the subjective well-being questions are asked without allowing later questions, such as those on employment, to influence response to the subjective well-being questions.

3.2. Choice of ONS surveys for the subjective well-being questions

Due to resource constraints and ONS consideration of respondent burden, the four subjective well-being questions were added to existing ONS surveys rather than creating a new ONS well-being survey. The four ONS subjective well-being questions were added to the ONS Annual Population Survey (APS), the UK’s largest household survey from April 2011.

The APS Personal Well-being Dataset contains approximately 165,000 directly questioned adults per year. The APS carries a wide range of objective variables including: sex, age, socio-economic class, ethnicity, national identity, country of birth, religious affiliation, smoking, health, income, employment status and qualification levels. This has allowed ONS to analyse a wide range of determinants of subjective well-being as well as conduct analysis at low levels of geography. The APS is constructed from the quarterly Labour Force Survey, and it therefore offers a stable platform for the subjective well-being questions to be asked on as it is unlikely to be subject to any major cuts, changes or revisions. It is important to note, however, that although the APS collects data on individual earnings it does not collect data on household income. Furthermore, the APS is not designed for longitudinal analysis which means that an individual’s well-being cannot be monitored over time.

Additionally, ONS has been trialling a number of different subjective well-being questions on the monthly Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN) which is discussed in more detail in section 4 of this article (Hicks, Tinkler and Allin, 2013).

In order to increase policy impact of the four subjective well-being questions, in addition to the APS and Opinions and Lifestyle survey the questions have now been introduced on the following ONS surveys:

- Crime Survey for England and Wales;
- Wealth and Assets Survey;
- Living costs and food survey.

The Crime Survey for England and Wales is an annual survey consisting of a sample size of approximately 50,000 households. The survey measures the extent of crime in England and Wales by asking people whether they have experienced any crime in the past year. The four subjective well-being questions were introduced onto this survey in 2012-13 to allow analysis of the impact that being a victim of different types of crime has on subjective well-being.

The Wealth and Assets Survey (WAS) is a longitudinal survey that covers Great Britain (England, Wales, and Scotland). Respondents to wave one of the
survey are invited to a follow-up interview two years later. The sample in wave one is approximately 30,000 households, and the sample in wave two is approximately 20,000 households. WAS collects information on the level of household assets, savings and levels of debt. There is strong demand from both policy makers and academics to analyse an individual’s well-being over time; the longitudinal element of WAS will allow this to be possible. Analysing subjective well-being data combined with wealth and debt is also key for the use of subjective well-being data within policy.

The Living Costs and Food Survey (LCF) collects information on household spending patterns, cost of living, and household spending patterns. It has an annual sample size of 6,000 respondents. This is data not held on the APS and will make an important contribution to the understanding that household income and spending patterns have on subjective well-being.

The importance of the well-being of children and young people emerged as an important theme of the ONS National Debate. As most ONS surveys are administered to respondents aged 16 and above, ONS worked closely with the Children’s Society and other organisations to ensure that the subjective well-being of children and young people is also measured. The four questions were cognitively tested on children aged 8 to 15 years old. Only the questions on life satisfaction, worthwhile and happiness yesterday were introduced on surveys for children, as cognitive testing showed that the anxiety question was not well understood. These three subjective well-being questions were introduced on the ‘Understanding Society – the UK household longitudinal study’ which is run by the Institute for Social and Economic Research, the sample of which includes children aged 11 to 15. Additionally, The Children’s Society in the UK has conducted a regular on-line well-being survey since 2010 the sample of which includes both children and parents. In autumn 2014 ONS published an analysis of these data ‘Exploring the well-being of children in the UK, 2014’ (ONS 2014c).

ONS promotes the use of the four ONS subjective well-being questions for use on surveys outside the ONS within other government departments, local government, charities and the private sector. For a full list of surveys containing the ONS four subjective well-being questions see Appendix 2.

4. Testing and development of ONS subjective well-being questions

The collection of subjective well-being data is a new area for ONS and as such ONS has undertaken a thorough investigation regarding the quality of subjective well-being data. Item non-response of the four subjective well-being questions has been investigated as one indication of quality. It was found that there was very little non-response to the four subjective well-being questions from respondents taking part in the APS as there was a response rate of approximately 99%. This is very positive and indicates a general acceptance of the subjective
well-being questions by respondents, as well as the ability of respondents to answer the questions without difficulty (Tinkler and Hicks, 2011).

ONS has also investigated how the four overall subjective well-being questions are associated with each other to investigate how much extra information is gained from each of the questions and how similar or apparently different questions actually are. Analysis from both the OPN and the APS shows that although the four ONS subjective well-being questions are correlated, they appear to be picking up different concepts. In particular, it seems the experience questions (happiness and anxiety yesterday) are different from the evaluative and eudemonic questions (ONS 2011a). This indicates that collecting information from all four subjective well-being questions is a valid exercise.

Since the four questions were introduced on the APS in April 2011, ONS has been conducting quantitative testing in parallel with qualitative investigation including cognitive testing. The quantitative testing has consisted of split trials including comparing mode of interview, different orders of the four subjective well-being questions, alternative question wording, use of show-cards, and alternative preambles to the subjective well-being questions. It has also been possible to begin to look at how the day of the week and different months of the year affect subjective well-being (ONS, 2011a and ONS, 2012b).

The ONS has carried out two main phases of cognitive testing. The first phase focused on investigating the four subjective well-being questions. A combination of telephone and face-to-face interviews were carried out to reflect the modes of interview on the APS. Respondents’ reactions and interpretations of the questions and scales were investigated, as well as the use of question scale show cards (ONS 2011b).

A second phase of cognitive testing was carried out in 2013 which also concentrated on the four headline subjective well-being questions, as well as investigating alternative preambles and wording of the four headline questions.

It is outside the scope of this paper to provide detailed results on all the testing that has been undertaken on the ONS subjective well-being questions; however, some of the testing is documented in the following publications (ONS, 2011a and ONS, 2012).

ONS plans to publish further results of the Personal Well-being split trial testing in early 2015.

4.1. Presentation of subjective well-being analysis

Before presenting subjective well-being results consideration was given to what would be most meaningful to the user. It is key that measures are presented effectively for their use by policy makers and the wider public. ONS consulted with experts including Prof. Paul Dolan (LSE), Prof. Lord Richard Layard (LSE) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). This issue was also consulted on with members of the ONS Measuring National Well-being Technical Advisory Group.
ONS displays subjective well-being data in a number of ways including:

- Response distributions along the 0 – 10 scale
- Mean averages
- Grouped thresholds, where the percentage of people that fall above or below a certain threshold on the 11 point scale is displayed

The use of thresholds is an effective way of presenting subjective well-being data as the threshold groupings highlight the distribution of subjective well-being along the 0 – 10 scale. This distribution is hidden if mean averages only are used to display data. Further advantages of using threshold groupings are that they show year-on-year change more effectively than mean averages, which is of key interest for policy makers. There are however, some limitations with the use of thresholds to display subjective well-being data. For example, when displaying analysis of subjective well-being for sub-groups with many categories it is not always possible to display these data using thresholds due to small sample sizes. In addition, there is a practical difficulty of presenting graphically a large sub group by each of the four threshold groupings.

Consideration was also given to the creation of a subjective well-being index to disseminate ONS subjective well-being results in order to provide one headline measure of subjective well-being. ONS decided not to produce an aggregated measure such as this because the ONS subjective well-being questions are designed to collect information on three fundamentally different concepts and should therefore be kept separate to allow analysis of each of the distinct elements of subjective well-being.

In addition to consulting with topic experts on the presentation of subjective well-being measures ONS has also consulted on the presentation of subjective well-being measures with non-expert users. In 2013 ONS carried out focus groups with non-experts regarding personal well-being outputs. The aim of these focus groups was to investigate how members of the public responded and interpreted ONS subjective well-being outputs. This exercise led to changes in the design, use of colour and types of graphs produced to make them more appealing to look at and easier to interpret. This also led to the development of ONS referring to ‘Personal Well-being’ within ONS publications rather than ‘Subjective Well-being’ as the term ‘Subjective well-being’ was not well understood by non-expert users.

5. Key findings

ONS has published three annual analytical reports from the Annual Population Survey. Some of the most notable results were the relationship between subjective well-being and age, health and employment status. ONS also presents results by different levels of geography including the four countries of the UK, and English regions in addition to smaller local levels of geography.
Figure 1 displays results of analysis of age and subjective well-being ‘Average personal well-being, by age group’. It shows that life satisfaction, a sense that what ones does in life is worthwhile, and happiness well-being is lowest in the middle years (45-54), higher for younger age groups, and peaks in the 65-79 age group, while anxiety peaks in the 45-54 age group, and is lowest for the 65 and over age group. These findings reflect previous research into subjective well-being where the relationship between subjective well-being and age has been described as ‘U’ shaped; highest in the younger and older age groups, and lowest in the middle years.

![Graph of Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Average subjective well-being, by age group, 2012/2013 United Kingdom

*Source: Annual Population Survey (APS) - Office for National Statistics.*
Figure 2 displays an analysis which compares self-reported health with subjective well-being. The graph clearly shows that those in very good health have the highest life satisfaction, highest sense that the things they do in life are worthwhile, highest happiness, and the lowest anxiety.

Figure 2. Average subjective well-being, by self reported health, 2012/13 United Kingdom
Source: Annual Population Survey (APS) - Office for National Statistics.

Regression analysis

In order to understand the drivers of well-being in greater depth ONS have carried out a number of regression analyses. The key benefit of regression analysis is that it provides a more refined method of identifying factors which are associated most with subjective well-being compared with an analysis where the relationship between only two factors at a time is considered.

ONS has published four regression analyses using personal well-being data. Published in May 2013 ‘Measuring National Well-being – What matters most to Personal Well-being?’ (Oguz et al. 2013) analysed factors within the Annual Population Survey and considered how these are associated with subjective well-being. Of the variables available within the APS, self-reported health had the strongest association with all four measures of subjective well-being. The second strongest association was employment status, and the third was relationship status. Sense of choice and contentment also appear to be associated with
subjective well-being. For example, those who are employed but want a different
or additional job have lower levels of personal well-being than employed people
who are not looking for another job (Oguz et al. 2013).

Commuting and Personal Well-being was published in February 2014 (ONS,
2014a) and examined the relationship between commuting to work and personal
well-being using regression analysis. The analysis found that commuters have
lower life satisfaction, a lower sense that their daily activities are worthwhile,
lower levels of happiness and higher anxiety on average than non-commuters. The
most negative effects of commuting on personal well-being were associated with
journey times lasting between 61 and 90 minutes. On average all four aspects of
personal well-being were negatively affected by commutes of this duration when
compared to those travelling only 15 minutes or less to work (ONS, 2014a).

Income, Expenditure and Personal Well-being was published in June 2014
(ONS, 2014b) and provided new findings on the relationship between personal
well-being and household income and expenditure. The Effects of Taxes and
Benefits on Household Income dataset was analysed which was derived from the
Living Costs and Food Survey (LCF). The analysis found that individuals in
households with higher incomes report higher life satisfaction and happiness, and
lower anxiety. Higher household income, however, was not significantly related
to the question measuring eudemonic subjective well-being. An increase in the
proportion of household income from cash benefits received from the state such
as housing benefits and Jobseeker’s allowance was associated with lower well-
being across all four measures, with the effects stronger for men than for women.
This effect remained even when taking differences in household income into
account.

Interestingly, household expenditure had a stronger relationship with people’s
life satisfaction, sense that the things they do in life are worthwhile and happiness
than household income. There was no significant relationship between higher
household expenditure and lower anxiety (ONS 2014b).

ONS has also published a working paper ‘Exploring Personal Well-being and
Place’ which analysed the relationship between personal well-being and location
of residence.

For a full list of ONS subjective well-being publications see Appendix 3.

6. National Statistics status

In September 2014 ONS Personal Well-being was granted National Statistics
status by the UK Statistics Authority. The UK Statistics Authority is an
independent body directly accountable to Parliament. The Authority's statutory
objective is to promote and safeguard the production and publication of official
statistics. The Authority provides independent scrutiny in the form of a rigorous
assessment of all official statistics produced in the UK. If the official statistics are
deemed to be of high quality across a number of dimensions they are granted ‘National Statistics’ by the UK Statistics Authority.

To meet National Statistics requirements ONS Subjective Well-being statistics underwent the UK Statistics Authority’s assessment process for official statistics. ONS statistics were assessed against the Statistics Authority ‘Code of Practice’ for Official Statistics.

The code of practice relates to several dimensions of statistical quality including:

- meeting user needs,
- impartiality and objectivity,
- sound methods and assured quality,
- confidentiality,
- proportionate burden,
- resources,
- frankness,
- accessibility.

(UK Statistics Authority 2009).

See Appendix 4 for more details.

In order for data to gain National Statistics status, each of the eight principles of the code of practice had to be adhered to.

ONS had to provide the most recent subjective well-being publications as well as details of analysis and quality assurance procedures. In addition, evidence regarding the ways that the statistics are used by members of the public, and by government, were documented and provided to the Statistics Authority.

After receiving these documents The Authority submitted them to the Assessment Committee. The Assessment Committee asked ONS to fulfil a number of requirements and suggestions for improvement which ONS has a set time frame to address including:

- to publish plans on further public engagement,
- to add more information in the methodology section of statistical reports regarding the impact of the different modes of data collection, and the strengths and limitations of the estimates,
- Changes to the commentary and the way that the data was presented graphically within statistical reports.

ONS documented in detail how each requirement would be addressed. Additionally, where applicable, ONS made the suggested amendments to a statistical report and also submitted this to the statistics authority for evidence. ONS subjective well-being statistics were then granted National Statistics.

This development was an important achievement for the ONS subjective well-being statistics, and will help to embed these statistics firmly into policy. This has also helped to achieve one of the important aims of the ONS National Well-being
programme, which is to develop a trusted set of statistics to measure the well-being of the nation.

7. Latest developments and next steps

Key to the acceptance, legitimacy and success of ONS subjective well-being measures has been the focus on stakeholder and citizen engagement. This started with the national debate and has continued around the collection, analysis and dissemination of subjective well-being data. ONS will continue to engage with these groups to ensure that ONS subjective well-being statistics continue to meet user needs. For example, in response to user demand ONS has produced an aggregated three year personal well-being dataset, to provide more robust local area and sub-group estimates. The dataset was released in October 2014 and it is planned that a rolling three-year personal well-being dataset will be produced annually. In March 2015 ONS published interactive maps to engage users with the three year dataset, in addition to producing more detailed analytical reports based on these data.

ONS plan to build on existing established relationships with policy makers to ensure that use of the measures of subjective well-being become fully embedded within government policy at all levels. From the outset of the collection of subjective well-being data ONS has been working with the Social Impacts Taskforce which was set up in August 2010 with the aim of developing a cross Government approach to understanding and embedding social impacts into policymaking. Members of the taskforce include UK civil service departments as well as the devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

In October 2014 the ‘What Works Centre for Well-being’ (WWCW) was set up. WWCW is an independent centre dedicated to making policy and services work for well-being and will commission universities to research the impact that different interventions and services have on well-being. The aim is that the results of this research will help government, councils, health and well-being boards, charities and businesses make decisions regarding the well-being of people, communities and the nation as a whole. ONS will be working closely with the WWCW to ensure that the ONS approach to measuring subjective well-being and the results of ONS research in this area is widely promoted.

ONS is aware that data from ONS household surveys only captures information from respondents living in private households and excludes people living in communal establishments (a diverse set of premises including hotels, guest houses and nursing homes for example). Although this is a relatively small part of the population, approximately 1.8 per cent, ONS is very much aware of this issue and of the challenges in surveying people in non-household populations (Tinkler and Hicks, 2011).

UK work on measuring national well-being is highly regarded internationally and ONS is a member of several international working groups as part of the ‘GDP
and beyond’ agenda. ONS sees it as a priority to work collaboratively with international partners to achieve, where possible, consistency with international standards and concepts in order to increase the value of these statistics. ONS will continue to work with international organisations such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and Eurostat.

Specifically regarding subjective well-being ONS contributed to the OECD handbook on ‘Measuring Subjective Well-being’ and regularly take part in various OECD-led high level meetings on measuring well-being. ONS were part of the Eurostat taskforce to create an ad-hoc quality of life module in 2013 on the European Survey of Income and Living Conditions (EU SILC). In 2015 ONS will participate in another task force to develop a six yearly module on ‘Quality of life and social and cultural participation’ which will include subjective well-being.

Following the introduction of the four subjective well-being questions on the ONS ‘Wealth and Assets Survey’ ONS plan to conduct a regression analysis of these data in 2015. This will include variables on household income and debt.

ONS will continue to engage with a wide range of stakeholders including international organisations, policy makers as well as citizen users to ensure that ONS subjective well-being analysis is relevant. This will help to ensure that the ONS subjective well-being questions continue to be one of the key evidence bases for government policy related to well-being.
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Appendix 1.
The four ONS subjective well-being questions

SUBJECTIVE WELLBEING

68. Satis
Next I would like to ask you four questions about your feelings on aspects of your life. There are no right or wrong answers. For each of these questions I'd like you to give an answer on a scale of nought to 10, where nought is 'not at all' and 10 is 'completely'.

Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays?

   Interviewer instruction: where nought is 'not at all satisfied' and 10 is 'completely satisfied'
   Scale from 0 to 10
   Asked if: PersProx = IN PERSON, DVAge = 16+

69. Worth
Overall, to what extent do you feel that the things you do in your life are worthwhile?

   Interviewer instruction: where nought is 'not at all worthwhile' and 10 is 'completely worthwhile'
   Scale from 0 to 10
   Asked if: PersProx = IN PERSON, DVAge = 16+

70. Happy
Overall, how happy did you feel yesterday?

   Interviewer instruction: where nought is 'not at all happy' and 10 is 'completely happy'
   Scale from 0 to 10
   Asked if: PersProx = IN PERSON, DVAge = 16+

71. Anxious
On a scale where nought is 'not at all anxious' and 10 is 'completely anxious', overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?

   Scale from 0 to 10
   Asked if: PersProx = IN PERSON, DVAge = 16+

Thank you, that is the end of this section of questions.

Appendix 2.
Surveys the 4 ONS personal well-being questions have been included on:

- Crime Survey for England and Wales - Office for National Statistics - previously conducted by Home Office
- Civil Service People Survey United Kingdom - Civil Service
- Wealth and Assets Survey - Office for National Statistics
• Life Opportunities Survey - Department for Work and Pensions and Office for National Statistics
• The National Study of Work-search and Well-being findings - Department for Work and Pensions - NatCen
• Survey regarding population of employees - Department for Work and Pensions
• Armed Forces Continuous Attitude Survey - Ministry Of Defence
• Families Continuous Attitude Survey - Ministry Of Defence
• Impact of Further Education Learning Survey - Business Innovation and Skills
• The National Survey for Wales - Welsh Government
• Community Life Survey - Cabinet Office
• Labour Force Survey/Annual Population Survey - Office for National Statistics
• Opinions and Lifestyle Survey - Office for National Statistics
• Living Costs and Food Survey - Office for National Statistics
• Taking Part Survey - Department Culture Media and Sport
• National Citizenship Service evaluation - Cabinet Office
• English Longitudinal Study of Ageing
• English Housing Survey - Department Communities Local Government commission from NatCen
• Quarterly National Household Survey - Central Statistics Office - Ireland
• Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment: The Natural Survey on People and the Natural Environment - Natural England

Appendix 3.

Office for National Statistics publications on Measuring Subjective/Personal Well-being:
• Measuring Subjective Well-being in the UK (September 2010)
• Measuring Subjective Well-being (July 2011)
• Initial investigation into Subjective Well-being from the Opinions Survey (December 2011)
• Analysis of Experimental Subjective Well-being Data from the Annual Population Survey, April to September 2011 (February 2012)
• First ONS Annual Experimental Subjective Well-being Results (July 2012)
• Measuring National Well-being: Programme Overview, the place of Subjective Well-being and Recent Findings (December 2012)
• Differences in Well-being by Ethnicity (April 2013)
• Personal Well-being in the UK, 2012/13 (July 2013)
• Personal Well-being Across the UK, 2012/13 (October 2013)
• Commuting and Personal Well-being, 2014 (February 2014)
• Income, Expenditure and Personal Well-being, 2011/2012 (June 2014)
- Exploring Personal Well-being and Place (June 2014)
- Personal Well-being in the UK, 2013/14 (September 2014)
- 3 year dataset, 2011/2014 and Smoking and Personal Well-being in Bristol (October 2014)

Appendix 4.

**UK statistics Authority Code of Practice:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principle 1: Meeting user needs</td>
<td>The production, management and dissemination of official statistics should meet the requirements of informed decision-making by government, public services, business, researchers and the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 2: Impartiality and objectivity</td>
<td>Official statistics, and information about statistical processes, should be managed impartially and objectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 3: Integrity</td>
<td>At all stages in the production, management and dissemination of official statistics, the public interest should prevail over organisational, political or personal interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 4: Sound methods and assured quality</td>
<td>Statistical methods should be consistent with scientific principles and internationally recognised best practices, and be fully documented. Quality should be monitored and assured taking account of internationally agreed practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 5: Confidentiality</td>
<td>Private information about individual persons (including bodies corporate) compiled in the production of official statistics is confidential, and should be used for statistical purposes only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 6: Proportionate burden</td>
<td>The cost burden on data suppliers should not be excessive and should be assessed relative to the benefits arising from the use of the statistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 7: Resources</td>
<td>The resources made available for statistical activities should be sufficient to meet the requirements of this Code and should be used efficiently and effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 8: Frankness and accessibility</td>
<td>Official statistics, accompanied by full and frank commentary, should be readily accessible to all users.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(UK Statistics Authority 2009)